The World at Home in Frankfurt

GU’s Photo competition for International Researchers

In 2016, the Goethe Welcome Centre started a series of annual photo competitions among international researchers at Goethe University to reflect artistically on the different ways of perceiving Germany as a new place of residence and work. In spite of the difficult circumstances also in 2020 the photo competition took place and five winners could be elected. Following we would like to show you the best five photographs of last year’s competition.

The exhibition of the winning contributions is displayed inside GWC’s premises on Westend Campus (Bauleitgebäude).

1st place: Andreea Micalcea (Institute for Theatre, Film and Media Studies), 16 points
2nd place: Florencia Sanchez (Institute of Biochemistry), 13 points
3rd place: Dushyant Kumar (Faculty of Geosciences/Geography), 10 points
4th place: Sanam Saeifar (Physical Biology, Buchmann Institute for Molecular Life Sciences), 9 points
5th place: Kirill Taradiy (Frankfurt Institute for Advanced Studies), 6 points